Easy Print
Mimaki CJV150/300 settings
®

STEP BY STEP

Mimaki blade used,
1.Ensure sta c strips have been applied as instruc ons supplied with machine or
visit h p://mimaki.com/archives/034/201410/5451c6b124dd2.pdf for applica on
2.Use Mimaki blade that has been set so blade protrudes approx. 1.5mm
3.In “LOCAL” mode, go to “TOOL” set speed to 10cm/s, and oﬀset to 0.30mm
4.Carry out test cut so it is just cu ng the media, any more than required it starts to ruck
5.Go to “PR” and set pinch rollers “CUT:ENDS HIGH” and “CUT:INNER OFF”
(set end rollers at least 10mm in from the edge of the media)
6.In “LOCAL” mode, select “MENU” and scroll to “CUTTING”
7.Set “CUT MODE” to “QUALITY”
8.Scroll down to “SETUP SUB MENU” and check “SHEET TYPE” is on “STANDARD” then scroll down to “VACUUM” and
set to “WEAK”

Blue Smart blade used,
1.Ensure sta c strips have been applied as instruc ons supplied with machine or
visit h p://mimaki.com/archives/034/201410/5451c6b124dd2.pdf for applica on
2.In “LOCAL” mode, go to “TOOL” set speed to 10cm/s, pressure 30-35g, oﬀset to 0.25mm
(se ngs for a new blade)
3.Carry out test cut so it is just cu ng the media, any more than required it starts to ruck
4.Go to “PR” and set pinch rollers “CUT:ENDS HIGH” and “CUT:INNER OFF”
(set end rollers at least 10mm in from the edge of the media)
5.In “LOCAL” mode, select “MENU” and scroll to “CUTTING”
6.Set “CUT MODE” to “QUALITY”
7.Scroll down to “SETUP SUB MENU” and check “SHEET TYPE” is on “STANDARD” then scroll down to “VACUUM” and
set to “WEAK”
NOTE:When sending jobs larger than 100cm in length add “INTERMEDIATE CROP MARKS” in Rasterlink for be er alignment
if you have selected “WHOLE”

PLEASE NOTE: The sellers and manufacturers maximum obligation shall be to replace any product that has been proven to
be defective. Neither the seller nor the manufacturer of Easy Print shall be liable for any injury direct or consequential, arising
out of the use of, or inability to use this range. Easy Print has been tested using Kustom Kit garments, when applying to other
garment brands results may vary, testing prior to purchase is recommended.
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